o(loglk(reio)l)dO (0= r< 1) for any @ convex and increasing on (--, -) and for all ft §, with k 727:210 -z)'.
Further, Baernstein proves that if equality holds in (l) for some increasing, strictly convex @ and some r€(0, l), then (2) f (r) -e-i" k1ei" z1 for some real a.
(A convex function is termed strictly convex if it is not linear on any interval.) Baernstein flnds other inequalities analogous to (l) Define rz (respectively o) to be :0 outside of D (resp. D+). Then Baernstein has proved (3) for all convex nondecreasing functions @ on [0, -); see [2] , Theorem 5.
To this we add Theorem l. If equality holds in (3) for some r€D*a(0, *) and some increasing strictly conuex iD, then (4) D: ei"D+ for some real a. If zn*O sv *, then a:a.tE zo.
In case the r-value for which equality is known to hold is r:lzol,, it is to be understood here that @ satisfles also /å @(-log 0)d0=-, so that the @-means of u and u on this circle remain finite.
Theorem 1 answers a question posed in l2l, p. 142. Put M(r,u):s11pru(reie) and notice that (3) implies M(r, u) = M(r, u) (0 = r < o.). Theorem 1 suggests that equality here for some r(D*n(0, -), r*lzol, implies ( for all convex nondecreasing @ on (--, -).
Using Theorem 1, we prove Theorem 2. If equality holds in (6) for some r€(0,1) and some inoeasing strictly conoex iD, then (7) D -eioD*, Do : D*, f (r) -ei'F(ei § z)
for some real a and B.
Theorem2 and its analogue for M(r,lfl) are proved in Section3.
Theorems 7 and 2 are similar in form to some of the uniqueness results obtained by Jenkins in, e.g., [20] .
(s) (6) = Jr @(log lF(reie)l) d0 (o = t" < t)
On some questions of uniqueness in the theory of symmetrization 313 Let f€Ll(T) be real valued, where 7:{lzl:l}, and define (8) F(z):* f ,*-1ffi0*.
In [4] , Baernstein establishes some sharp bounds on the conjugate function (9) f("'u): IT_ I* F(reio).
For example, consider the sharp form of Kolmogorov's Zp-norm inequality (10) llf ll, = cnllfll, (o < p < l) with c,: llcsc il,:(*1,," rll-ndo)''o due to B. Davis [9] . Baernstein gives an informative proof of (10) in [4] ( 1 7) where .Ec[-rl,n) and lE|:Lebesgue measure of -E When,4o is an annulus about the origin and a is subharmonic in lo, Baernstein [2] has proved that u* is subharmonic in Aon {O=arg z-n}. ln [3] , we consider the case u(z):roglf(z)1, f(z): II (-zlz,) ()12,1-r -*1, and prove that harmonicity of a+ in the upper half-plane implies zn:-ei"lz,l fot all n and some real «, so that rz has the key symmetry property u*(reio) : t uUr'@io)) de (0 = 0 < n).
-e A basic tool here, Lemma 1.1, yields a similar result for more general subharmonic a.
Throughout this paper we systematically refer to the results, methods, terminology and notation of [2] and [4] . Our proofs of these lemmas generalize to functions in n-space, and lead to uniqueness theorems for certain results of Gariepy-Lewis [15] and BaernsteinTaylor [5] . We intend to describe these extensions in a separate note. @(x) -a(0)+ [ t*-t)* dp(t) ( To complete the proof of (7), we define a(z) as in (3.9) and observe that our hypothesis M?,lfl): M(r,lroarl) : M(r,lFl) imFlies la(retg)l:r for some 0. Thus, at(z):eif z for some real fr, arrd we are done.
Some extensions of Theorems 3 and 4
Before proceeding to the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, we state some related results from [4] and describe our corresponding uniqueness theorems.
Let p€M(T) and Fube as defined in (11) , let v, be the extremal neasure given in (14) , and put G6(z): F"o(z) (z€U, o=b=l). Consideruo-* ,r. function C:Crof Theorern 4.2.Fromthe discussion in [4] , Sections 3-5, G is univalent and N(1, w, G) is Green's function of the Steiner symmetric domain G(U), with pole at G (0) : 6. In particular, N (1, w, G) + loglwbl is harmonic in G(U) and, for all real u, u * N(l,u * iu, G) is nonincreasing on 0 < o < -and even; it follows that o N+(1, w, q: I N(1, z*is, G)ds*2nlu-bl+ is harmonic in G(U)+: c(u) nö=o). w" need Baernstein's key inequality (4.21) N+(r,w,F)= N*(r,w,G) (0-r< l; u >0). Recall that we oan let r*1 here and obtain (4.22) iy'*(l, w, F) = tr[*(I, w, G) (u = 0).
After these preliminaries, we seek consequences of our assumption (4.6). In the first place, we must have b:p(T) and llpll:1. For, if we put pr:pllll4l, To / we associate the analytic function F(z) deflned bV (8) .
Following Baernstein's proof of (4.13) in [4] , we let E@) be the subharmonic function in C which is lRe wl outside the strip 5: {w(C: llmwl = l}, From formula (6) in [4] , the boundary values of r' satisfy a(F(et,)) = lf@'u)l* E (0) fiet,) &.a., where X is the characteristic f'unction of T'-E. Thus (4.2a) for sorne r€(0, l) and some p((0,2). Using (4.14) for this choice of r yields (4.24) with N(|,w,.) replaced by fl(r, w, .), and the argument for (4.34) irF(e'u)lrAs=f lG@'u)lrAo (0= p=z), (6.2b) It is easy to see that Baernstein's methods in [ for some inner function @ on U with a;(0):9.
Conuersely, f f has the form (6.5) for some such a, then equality holds throughout (6.2) and (6.3 
